ABSTRACT Online video service has become prevalent in recent years. A better understanding of the user behavior of such service is crucial for allocating the network resources and adjusting the service design. While there are some measurement studies on the non-mobile video services in fixed network, the usage of video service in mobile network is yet to be explored. In this paper, we present a detailed analysis of the user behavior characteristics of a leading comprehensive online video service, namely Youku, in cellular network. This paper is based on a large-scale data set containing over 17 billion traffic traces, collected from a major cellular network in Northeastern China. We analyze the user behavior from three key aspects: data consumption, service usage, and mobility. We provide an insight into how the mobile video service is utilized by users (especially the heavy users), by measuring the user intensities and various representative behavior features in each analysis aspect, such as active time, replay rate, video category, access location, and residence time. We reveal the patterns of different user behaviors, and discuss the implications for practical application. The findings of this paper can provide direct help for network operators and service providers to improve the network performance and user experience.
I. INTRODUCTION
Large-scale characterization of the user behavior of online services is a critical research area, due to its importance in assisting network operators and service providers to better deploy network infrastructures and adjust service design. Popular online services encompass video service, social networking service, E-commerce service, game service, music service and so on. Among all these, video service is the dominating one in terms of bytes. In 2014, the global video traffic accounted for 64% of all the Internet traffic, and will increase up to 80% in 2019 [1] . Hence, it is crucial to understand the user behavior of video service. In general, users can access video service via either wired network or cellular network. There have been extensive research efforts on the user behavior characterization of video service in the wired network. However, in recent years, the cellular network has experienced a rapid development. The traffic from mobile devices accounted for 46% of all the IP traffic in 2014, and will exceed the traffic from wired devices by 2019 [1] . Hence, the research focus should be moved onto the mobile video service, which is rarely analyzed before [2] . While watching videos with mobile devices in the cellular network, users are usually constrained by the access location, device battery and traffic cost. Their behaviors can be quite different from those in the fixed network [3] .
In this paper, we analyze the user behavior of Youku in a cellular network. Youku (www.youku.com) is a leading online video service in China, with around 500 million monthly active users and around 800 million daily video views [4] . Unlike the traditional single-type video services (e.g. YouTube and Netflix), Youku offers a comprehensive type of service, providing both UGC (User Generated Content) and copyrighted VoD (Video on Demand) videos at the same time, to give the users more choices in video categories. Our study is based on over 17 billion traffic traces collected from a major cellular network provider in a northeast province in China. We also gather the corresponding video meta-data from the website of Youku. The radio access level and data transmission level information can be obtained from the traffic traces, and the service level information can be obtained from the video meta-data. Based on all these data conjointly, we analyze the characteristics of user behavior from three key aspects: network data consumption, video service usage and mobility of users. These aspects are related to the resource consumptions of the core network, video service provider and radio access network, separately.
The contributions of our work are summarized as follows: (i) We provide a large-scale user behavior analysis of a comprehensive online video service in cellular network. It complements the previous studies on video services with small-scale, wired network access or single-type (UGC or VoD only) datasets. Especially, with the geographic information in our dataset, we are able to analyze the user behavior features in the spatial dimension, such as access locations and mobility patterns. (ii) We study the intensity of user behavior in each analysis aspect, and propose a non-parametric method which can identify heavy users without arbitrariness according to the intensity distribution. Using this method, we group the users into heavy users and non-heavy users in each analysis aspect, and investigate the behavior characteristics of different user groups inside and between analysis aspects. (iii) We also look through the interests of users, according to their service level behaviors. On an individual level, we study the interest clusters of users; and on a global level, we analyze the interest network of users. We reveal the impacts of user interests on the resource consumptions. (iv) We further discuss the implications of our observations. We find potential cache-ability of online video service in mobile network, and novel schemes (such as recommendation) can also be designed according to our analysis results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the related works are introduced. Section III provides the preliminaries of this paper, including the network architecture, collection method and dataset summary. The detailed characterization study of Youku user behavior in cellular network is provided in Section IV. Then, we discuss the implications of our findings in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK A. USER BEHAVIOR IN VIDEO SERVICE
Gill et al. [5] examined the usage patterns, file properties, popularity, referencing characteristics and transfer behaviors of YouTube in a campus network. Zink et al. [6] captured HTTP headers in a university campus network, and analyzed the video properties, population and access patterns of YouTube. Yu et al. [7] presented an in-depth analysis of the user access pattern, user arrival rates, session length and video popularity in a large VoD system deployed by China Telecom. Cha et al. [8] examined the user behavior of some prominent UGC systems (Youtube and Daum), and identified the key elements which shaped the popularity distribution, popularity evolution, and content duplication of user-generated videos. Ramos-Munoz et al. [3] characterized the TCP connections and video streaming of YouTube in a 3G mobile network, and compared the results with the cases in wired or WiFi networks. Casas et al. [9] collected YouTube traffic in both mobile and fixed networks, and focused on the characteristics of server infrastructure, flow and caching usage.
Li et al. [10] collected user access logs from both mobile and non-mobile terminals, and studied the viewing behavior and user activity pattern of a live streaming system (PPTV). Our study complements these existing works by focusing on the video service in cellular network and providing a multi-aspect (i.e. data consumption, service usage and mobility) analysis on the user behavior, related to the core network, service provider and radio access network resource consumptions, respectively. In addition, Youku, the analysis target of our work, provides a comprehensive type of video service, which is different from the traditional UGC-only or VoD-only video services analyzed in the previous works.
B. USER RELATIONS AND USER NETWORKS
Mislove et al. [11] studied four online social networking sites (Flickr, YouTube, LiveJournal and Orkut), and confirmed the power-law, small-world and scale-free properties of online social networks. Wilson et al. [12] crawled data from Facebook and analyzed whether social links were valid indicators of user interactions. They built friendship graph based on wall posts and photo comments, and found that Facebook users tend to interact mostly with only a small subset of their friends, while often having no interaction with up to half of their friends. Kwak et al. [13] crawled large-scale user profiles from Twitter and built the following graph of users. They studied the distribution of followers/followees, and analyzed how the number of followers or followees affected the number of tweets. They also revealed the power of user following graph in information spreading on the news media level. Benevenuto et al. [14] studied the video-based interactions that emerged from YouTube's video response feature. With statistical models for the video responses and the interaction network, they uncovered typical user response patterns and showed the evidence of opportunistic behavior. Li et al. [15] analyzed the user friendship relations in a video systems in China (Youku) . They found the social connectivity is extremely weak and friends share common interests to a great extent. Based on the findings they proposed two friend recommendation algorithms. Among all these, the user networks are formed according to the user friendship or video responses. In our study, we propose another kind of user network (i.e. interest network), which is constructed according to the playback behaviors of the Youku users. Such kind of user network can well reflect the relations of the video preferences of different users.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, a brief overview of the cellular data network architecture is firstly introduced, followed by a description of the data collection method and a summary of our dataset.
The traffic traces used in this paper are collected from a 2G/3G network. There are four major components in the cellular data network: the user equipment, the radio access network, the core network and the video service provider, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . When using the mobile video service, an MT (Mobile Terminal) in the radio access network directly [17] provided by Youku for developers, we are able to collect the meta-data (service level information) of a video, which includes the video category information. We developed a crawler in Python language to automatically retrieve these meta-data for all the videos in our dataset. 
IV. USER BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze and measure the characteristics of Youku user behavior in mobile network, based on the data gathered in Section III. We classify the users into heavy users and non-heavy users according to their intensities of data consumption, service usage and mobility, and investigate the behavior characteristics of different user groups inside the same analysis aspect and between different analysis aspects.
A. DATA CONSUMPTION 1) TRAFFIC VOLUME For a user, the intensity of data consumption can be indicated by the traffic volume generated by himself while watching videos. Fig. 2 shows the ECDF (Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function) of the traffic volume for all the Youku users in our dataset. For a better visualization, the x-axis of the figure is logarithmic. It can be noticed that the distribution is highly uneven. For most of the users, the traffic volume is actually quite small. 80% of the users just spend less than 2 MB traffic watching videos in 10 days, and contribute to only 6.3% of the total video traffic. At the same time, some users may consume several GB mobile traffic for watching videos. Users with large traffic volume tend to occupy VOLUME 4, 2016 FIGURE 2. ECDF of traffic volume for each video user. more resources. Hence, they are important for network operators and service providers to better allocate the network infrastructures and adapt the video service. It is beneficial if we can identify the heavy users and perform specific analysis.
2) HEAVY USER IDENTIFICATION
A straightforward way to identify heavy users is to set a threshold and consider every user with a consumption larger than the threshold as a heavy user. Obviously, there is some arbitrariness in the choice of the threshold. To tackle this problem, here we propose a non-parametric identification method for heavy users, based on the Lorenz curve [18] , which is a graphical representation of the cumulative distribution. To construct the Lorenz curve, we first sort the traffic volume tr of each user in ascending order tr 1 < tr 2 < ...tr n , where n is the number of users. Then at p = i/n, i = 1, 2...n for the x-axis we plot the corresponding cumulative proportion of consumption L(p) for the y-axis, where:
In our method, we aim to choose a proper value P on the x-axis representing the proportion of non-heavy users. And thus the top 1 − P of users are identified as heavy users. We consider two extreme choices for P: P lower and P upper . P lower is the value on the x-axis corresponding to the average traffic consumption µ = (1/n) n i=1 tr i . That is, users with consumptions larger than µ will be considered as heavy users. This is indeed a weak definition and the minimal requirement for a heavy user, and we consider it as the lower bound for P. P upper is the intersection point between the tangent of Lorenz curve L(p) at the point p = 1 and the horizontal axis L = 0 (see Fig. 3 ). The Lorenz curve is generally concave, since the traffic volumes are in ascending order and the increasing of L(p) will be larger and larger. With p increasing from P lower , the tangent slope increases and reach the maximum when p = 1. Hence, P upper is the upper bound for P. Furthermore, the stronger the inequality lies in the distribution, the stronger the concavity is, and consequently the larger slope and P upper will be. And if the decay from p = 1 is an exponential of the form e −(1−p)/a where a is the typical scale we want to extract, this method would give 1 − P upper = a. Overall, we leverage the two extreme choices above and define P as P = (P lower + P upper )/2. Our method is inspired by Thomas Louail in [19] , who used only the P upper value to detect spatial hotspots in a map. In our analysis, we further modify the method and utilize it in the problem of identifying heavy users.
Using the method above, for data consumption we identify 3,921 heavy users out of the 74,928 mobile video users. In statistics, these heavy users account for only 5.23% of the population, but contribute to 79.61% of the total traffic. This verifies the findings in the last subsection that the traffic volume of mobile video users is highly uneven: most users consume only a small part of the traffic, whereas the heavy users contribute to the majority.
3) ACTIVE TIME
In addition to the traffic volume, it is also informative to learn how long a mobile user will spend on the video service.
In this subsection, we analyze two temporal metrics that indicate the user activity: session duration and total time. The session duration refers to the elapsed time from when a user send the first packet to a video server until the user is no more active in video service. In our analysis, we set the timeout threshold as 10 minutes according to experiences, that is to say if a user no longer sends any packets to video servers for over 10 minutes, we consider the video session ends. And the total time spent on mobile video service for a user is defined as the sum of all his session durations. Fig. 4 (a) shows the ECDF of session durations and total time for all users and the heavy users in our dataset. Overall, the session durations for most of the users are quite short. For instance, 55% of the session durations are less than 5 minutes, and over 80% of the session durations are less than 20 minutes. This is as expected, as users mostly watch videos via cellular network at their spare time. Moreover, the battery life of mobile devices and the cost of mobile traffic also limit a user's watching time. For the total time spent on mobile video service, the distribution is quite similar to the session duration distribution, as shown in Fig. 4 (a) . This is because most users have very limited video sessions. Fig. 4 (b) shows the ECDF of the session numbers for all users. 82% of the users just have 1 video session, and 96% of users have 3 or fewer video sessions. While for the heavy data consumption users, we find they tend to have longer session durations and more session numbers than normal users. For instance, over 40% of the session durations for heavy data consumption users are more than 20 minutes. And over half of the heavy users have multiple video sessions; 20% of them have more than 4 video sessions. Thus, heavy data consumption users eventually achieve much longer total time. Half of them spend over 40 minutes totally on the video service, and their average total time consumption is 70.71 minutes.
We further study the distribution functions of the time usage in mobile video service. After comparing various hypothetical distributions, we find the active time (both session duration and total time) can be appropriately fitted by a Pareto Type 2 distribution [20] , with a probability density function:
with the shape parameter α > 0 and the scale parameter λ > 0. Table 2 shows the estimated parameters of the distributions. The fitting results in four situations are shown by the Q-Q plots in Fig. 5 . It can be noticed that most of the scatter points follow the straight line with a slope equals to 1, indicating that the Pareto distribution is indeed a good approximation for the user active time. 
B. SERVICE USAGE 1) VIDEO NUMBER
The number of videos watched by a user can reflect his service usage intensity. Fig. 6 (a) examines the ECDF of video numbers for all users in our dataset. On average, a user watches 3.71 videos. Over 40% of the users only watch 1 video, and around 80% of the users watch less than 5 videos. The number of users over the number of videos watched by them is plotted in Fig. 6 (b) on a log-log scale. The nearly linear distribution indicates a power law f (k) ∝ k −α . This is further confirmed by running a regression, which gives the exponent α = 2.25, and the coefficient of determination R 2 = 0.9689. The skewed distribution of video numbers indicates that the intensities of service usage for the mobile users are quite uneven. Most users do not request too many videos, while a small part of users watch the majority of total requested videos. Using the method in Section IV-A2, we identify 7,070 heavy service usage users in our dataset, according to the video number per user. These heavy users account for 9.44% of all users, while watching 47.96% of the total videos. We also examine the circadian pattern of the overall service usage for all users in our dataset. Fig. 7 illustrates the number of videos watched by users in each hour. It can be noticed that the overall service usage varies dramatically within a day, with low values at late night and high values during the daytime. There is an obvious increase in the morning between 4:00 and 8:00. During the daytime from 9:00 to 16:00, the service usage is relatively steady, with a peak appears at 12:00. Then an increase starts from 17:00 and touches the top at 20:00 in the evening. The per-hour video count keeps relatively large until 22:00. We can conclude from the figure that rush hours of the mobile video service happen at noon, in the evening and at early night, indicating that users watch mobile videos at their spare and non-working time as recreations.
2) REPLAY BEHAVIOR
Among all the videos watched by a user, some interesting videos may be watched for multiple times. This repeated playback behavior (i.e. replay) of the user is important, as it reflects the user's interests and affects his intensity of service usage. We measure the replay behavior with the notion of replay rate r replay , which is defined as: where N total is the number of video requests sent by the user, and N repeated is the number of requests for the same video contents in N total . In Fig. 8 we plot the ECDF of replay rate for all users and the heavy service usage users, respectively. An obvious polarization of the users can be observed from the distribution. 52% of the users have no replay behavior (whose r replay equal to 0), while 31% of the users replay all the videos they watch (whose r replay equal to 1). Generally, 35% of the users are with the replay rates more than 0.5, which means they replay half of the video they watched before. As for the heavy service usage users, the replay behaviors appear more frequently: 53% of them are with the replay rates more than 0.5. Compared with normal users, heavy users tend to have non-zero replay rates. And their replay rate distribution is more uniform: with the replay rate increasing, the ECDF grows stably. In addition, there is also a jump at r replay = 1, with around 24% of the users. This indicates that high replay rate users widely exist among both normal users and heavy service usage users. 11%) . To measure the heterogeneity of user preferences on different categories, we propose the notion of normalized category entropy H (C), which is defined as: where n = 16 is the total number of considered video categories (Top 15 + Others). v i is the number of videos watched by the user in category c i . The larger a user's normalized category entropy is, the more video categories the user will watch, and the more uniform the video distribution will be in every category. On the contrary, a small entropy value implies the user concentrates on a handful of categories, and he has more interests on some specific categories than other categories. Fig. 9 shows the ECDF of normalized category entropies for all users and heavy service usage users, respectively. The entropy values for over 80% of the users are 0, which means these users only watch videos in one specific category. In this case, the category k corresponds to his interest cluster. For the rest of the users with multiple interests, we run a hierarchical clustering with Ward's minimum variance method [21] . Eventually, we get 4 multiple interests clusters: TV + Film, Life + Humour + Amateur, Random Light and Random Heavy. Random Light refers to the group of users who do not have obvious preferences on categories. Typically, they randomly choose several categories, and watch only 1 or 2 videos in each category. And for the Random Heavy cluster, users also randomly choose video categories, but watch much more videos (usually over 5) per category. Table 3 shows the numbers and percentages of all users, and the number of heavy service usage users in each cluster. It can be noticed that over 93% of the users just show specific interest to one certain category of videos. TV Episode is the largest single interest category (17.11%), followed by Life (11.44%) and Music (7.36%). The largest multiple interests cluster, Random Light, hits No.9 among all clusters. For the multiple interests clusters TV + Film, Life + Humour + Amateur and Random Heavy, although the user numbers are not very large, most of their users are heavy service usage users. The top 4 clusters that include the most heavy users are: TV Episode, Animation, Life + Humour + Amateur and Random Heavy. This indicates the heavy users are of two types: one is the users continuously watching a series of VoD copyright contents; and the other is the users with broader interests watching many independent short UGC videos. Another interesting fact is that few heavy users show special single interest in the Fashion or Advertisement categories.
3) INTEREST CLUSTER
H (C) = − n i=1 p(c i ) log p(c i ) log n (4) p(c i ) = v i n j=1 v j (5)∃k ∈ [1, 16] : v k > 0 ∧ v i = 0, i ∈ [1, k) ∪ (k, 16];
4) INTEREST NETWORK
In this subsection, we provide a high level analysis of the global interest relations between users. Different users may VOLUME 4, 2016 share similar interests and watch the same videos. We regard the playback preferences on the same videos between users as a graph. More specifically, let the user set U be the vertex set. If the user u 1 ∈ U watches the same video as the user u 2 ∈ U , then there is an edge connecting u 1 and u 2 . Eventually, all the users and the links between them form a network. Unlike the traditional social networks constructed with user friendship, our user network is formed by the video playback behaviors among users, and can directly reflect the global relations of user interests. Since not all of the mobile video users are connected in our dataset during the observation period, for simplicity we focus on the largest connected component of the network, which contains 42,656 vertices and 3,468,143 edges. We first analyze the degree distribution of the interest network. The average degree value is 162.6, indicating very strong interest correlations between users. Fig. 10 shows the distributions of the degrees for the entire graph. The scatter is hardly linear on the log-log axes. Hence, unlike many social networks of Internet services mentioned in [14] , [22] , and [23] , the distribution of node degrees for user interest network does not follow a power law. This is because, as the figure demonstrates, the number of nodes with large degree values may vary dramatically, and can achieve very large value.
Then we look at the average path length of our user interest network. The average path length l G measures the efficiency of information transportation, and is defined as:
where
is the shortest distance between u i and u j . n is the number of vertices in U . The real-world human social network usually has a small average path length (about 6), as discussed by Stanley in [24] and [25] . The average path length of our interest network is even smaller, only 3.67. Meanwhile, we generate an equivalent random network with the same vertex and edge numbers of the user interest network. The average path length of the random network is 2.53, which is close to our interest network. The small average path length indicates the edges of the user interest network are very dense. Users have close video preference, and are strongly correlated with each other. This is usually caused by some common popular videos with a large number of audience. Next, we investigate the clustering coefficient [26] [27] of the interest network. The clustering coefficient measures the tendency of neighboring nodes to form highly connected clusters. The average clustering coefficient c G of a graph is defined as:
where u i , u 2 ∈ U ; λ G (u i ) is the number of triangles on u i in G; τ G (u i ) is the number of triples on u i in G; n is the number of vertices in U . The average clustering coefficient of our interest network is 0.8255, whereas the average clustering coefficient of the equivalent random network is 0.0038. Such a large average clustering coefficient, combined with the approximately same average path length with the equivalent random network, proves the small world phenomenon [28] lying in the user interest network. This is a very interesting fact, because a small-world network tends to have communities of vertices, which in our case are groups of users with highly similar preferences on the video choices. 
C. MOBILITY 1) CELL NUMBER
To analyze the user behavior in the spatial dimension, we locate Youku users in the cellular network according to the cells. A user will be recorded when he accesses a cell in cellular network. With the cell identifiers and geographic latitudes longitudes of the cell towers, we can acquire the knowledge of where and when a user utilizes the mobile video service. We first study the number of cells visited by each user, which reveals the moving range and frequency of the user. Fig. 11 shows the ECDF of cell numbers for all the mobile video users in our dataset. Generally, the cell number is very small. For instance, around 82% of the users visit only 1 cell and 90% of users visit less than 3 cells. Meanwhile, the distribution has a heavy tail. Around 3% of users visit more than 10 cells, and the user with the highest mobility visits as many as 553 cells. Using the method we proposed in Section IV-A.2, we identify 2,597 high mobility users in our dataset. These users account for 3.47% of all users, and 75.61% of the cell number distribution. We also define the users with only 1 cell number as non mobility users, and the rest of users as low mobility users. Basically, the higher the mobility is, the more handoff activities in the cellular network the user will generate, and the more radio resource he will consume.
2) ACCESS LOCATION
Next, we look through the specific locations where users utilize the service. We measure the overlap rate of user access locations, to investigate whether they use mobile video service at the same place on different days. The two-day overlap rate r overlap of access locations for a user is defined as:
where S i , S j are sets of the cells accessed by the user in day i, j. N S is the element number of set S. Fig. 12 shows the ECDF of the overlap rates for all users in the two days August 4th and August 5th, 2015. It can be noticed that the distribution is highly uneven. Over 40% of the users have totally different access locations (whose r overlap equal to 0), while over 20% of the users have exactly the same access locations (whose r overlap equal to 1) during the two days. On average, the overlap rate of access locations is 0.36, indicating users will visit about one out of three locations they visited yesterday. And compared with low or non mobility users, the high mobility users tend to have non-zero overlap rates. Their distribution is more uniform, and for a large proportion of them, the rate values are between 0.1 and 0.2. The average overlap rate for high mobility users is 0.25. Then, we further investigate the hot spots for the mobile video service. We regard the crowded access locations in terms of user density as the hot spots. These locations are key regions in designing the strategies for resource allocation and video delivery, to provide a better user experience. Potential profits, such as location-based advertisement pushing, also lies in these areas. We identify hot spots with the similar method discussed in Section IV-A.2. In Fig. 13 we plot the geographical distribution of the hot spots in a city area every 4 hours. We find the hot spots of mobile video service locate in relatively fixed areas (mid-western, northeastern and southeastern of the city), and do not change heavily over time. And it can be noticed that for the commuting time (8:00-12:00 and 16:00-20:00), there are less hot spots identified. This is because more users are moving in a wide range during those periods, and the distribution of user number in each cell is more uniform.
3) MOBILITY PATTERN
We regard the user mobility pattern as a spatial-temporal sequence that describes a user's movement. To this end, VOLUME 4, 2016 we first analyze how long a user stays in a cell (i.e. the residence time). Users who access only 1 cell during a video session are directly regarded as stationary users, and here we focus on the users who visit more than 1 cell while watching videos. Fig. 14 shows the ECDF of residence time for all mobile users staying in a cell. It can be noticed that around 50% of the users stay for less than 1 minute, and about 80% of the users stay for less than 10 minutes. Hence, we simply define 3 moving state according to user's residence time t r . Table 4 shows the numbers and proportions of users for the top 10 mobility patterns. These mobility patterns cover around 70% of the users. We find that most of the users have relatively simple mobility patterns, with less than 3 moving states. Compared with the rest patterns, the top 3 most popular mobility patterns contains more users separately (10%+ vs. 5%+), and they are all ''move'' states without stays. Especially, they all contain a fast moving state.
This indicates user who visits many cells tend to keep moving rather than stay in a cell for a while during the video session. Usually, this is the case that user watches mobile videos in a vehicle. In conclusion, around 80% of the users stay in one cell when utilizing mobile video service, while the rest 20% users who move in a wide range tend to keep a moving state, with a relatively fast speed.
D. RELATED CHARACTERISTICS
To better understand the impacts of user behaviors on different kinds of resources, we further study the relations between the three aspects (data consumption, service usage and mobility). We first look through the how the heavy users of certain analysis aspect behave in other aspects. Then, we investigate the impacts of user interests on the behaviors in different analysis aspects.
1) HEAVY USER COMPARISON
In the analysis above, we identify heavy users in the three analysis aspects, respectively. Heavy data consumption users generate the majority of traffic; heavy service usage users request more video contents from the video provider; and high mobility users move wider ranges and consume extra radio resources. To understand their relations, we plot a Venn diagram [29] of the three kinds of heavy user sets in Fig. 15 . The largest overlapped part is the 1,888 users who are both heavy data consumption users and heavy service usage users. They account for 48% of the total heavy data consumption users and 27% of the total heavy service usage users. Many parts of the three sets are not overlapped with each other, indicating that heavy users in one aspect are not necessarily heavy users in another aspect. However, after analyzing the user behaviors inter-aspects, we find heavy users usually have more consumptions than the non-heavy users of the same aspect, even in other aspects. Fig. 16 (a) shows the ECDF of traffic volume generated by users with different mobility intensities. High mobility users tend to generate more traffic. More specifically, the average traffic volume for high, low and non mobility users are 36.41MB, 11.87 MB and 2.96 MB, respectively. In addition, we plot the ECDF of cell numbers for different data consumption user groups in Fig. 16 (b) . It is also obvious that heavy data consumption users generally tend to visit more cells and consume more radio resource than non heavy data consumption users. Analysis results for other aspect combinations are similar, and we do not show them here for brevity.
2) INTEREST IMPACTS
When analyzing the service usage, we reveal user interest patterns by clustering users according to their video categories. Now, we further study the impacts of the interest pattern on the user behaviors in other analysis aspects. First, the correlated data consumptions are investigated. Fig. 17 (a) shows the average traffic volume for the users in each interest cluster. We find that the traffic volume differs across interest clusters. Users with special interests in multiple categories and long copyrighted VoD videos usually generate larger traffic. More specifically, users in multiple interests clusters We then study the impacts of user interests on the mobility. To this end, we calculate the proportion of cell numbers for the users in each interest cluster, as shown in Fig. 17 (b) . Distributions for most single interest clusters (except for TV Episode and Variety Show) are similar, and for brevity and readability we refer them as Others. The figure shows that users who visit 1 cell account for the largest proportion in all clusters. Single interest users tend to keep stationary while multiple and random interest users usually have larger mobility spans. The cluster with the most uniform cell number distribution is TV + Film. Typically, as analyzed before, this corresponds to the fact that user watches long video content as recreation in vehicles.
V. DISCUSSION
In this section, we further discuss how the observations of our work can be utilized in practical. For network operators, we look through how to improve the video delivery techniques in cellular network. And for service providers, we give some suggestions about how to adjust and design their services.
A. VIDEO DELIVERY
The P2P technology is widely used in the video services in fixed network, to support and accelerate the large-scale video content delivery [8] [30] . Peers (users) in the P2P system store every video files they watch. They remain active in the service for a long time after watching videos, and upload file chunks to other users who require the same content. With each peer contributing its resource and bandwidth to serve others, the P2P system is expected to perform well with large user bases. However, in the case of mobile video service, the situation is quite challenging. Most of the mobile video users are actually not very active. Around 55% of the session durations are less than 5 minutes, and over 40% of the users only watch 1 video during those 10 days. Such short active time and small video number indicate a high churn rate for the overlay of peers. Hence, the P2P delivery technology is not suitable for the mobile video service.
Meanwhile, we find the moving ranges of most users are very limited: 90% of the users visit no more than 3 cells. And in different days, around 60% of the users will visit the cell which they have visited before. In addition, the geographical distribution of hot spots for the mobile video service is relatively fixed over time. Hence, deploying dedicated cache servers in certain hot areas may be a better option for the video delivery. Moreover, based on our analysis, users show particular interests in the videos in some VoD categories, such as TV Episode. Given the videos in such categories are usually large files, delivering those videos frequently may generate massive Internet traffic and consume a large proportion of cellular network bandwidth. Hence, it is suggested to provide dedicated cache servers according to the video categories.
B. SERVICE DESIGN
We find 31% of the users replay all their videos, and over 50% of the heavy service usage users replayed more than half of their videos. The transmission of these repeated pieces of videos causes unnecessary network traffic. If the frequently watched contents can be directly stored in users' devices (e.g. by developing novel video player APP), the network bandwidth will be largely saved. This will also reduce the playback latency, which gives users better experiences.
We also observe rush hours of the mobile video service. During the peak hour (20:00), the overall service usage is around 11 times of that in the bottom time (3:00) and 1.8 times of the average value. Hence, effective information services (e.g. video recommendation and advertisement placement) can be designed dynamically according to the time, to meet more users and receive more potential revenue.
In addition, based on the user interest information revealed by the behavior features, new recommendation schemes can be designed. With the knowledge of user interest clusters, when recommending videos to a user, the videos in his interest cluster type should be considered with high priority. And as the interest network is a small-world, the playback records of users in the same community can be recommended to each other. What is more, according to the characteristic of smallworld, if user a and user b watch some same videos, and user b and user c watch some same videos, then the hot videos watched by user a can be recommended to user c.
And for the characteristics of access locations and mobility patterns revealed in this paper, they contain lots of user habits and personal information. They are crucial in terms of the load balancing and personalized service design, such as the location based content pushing.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, based on the large-scale traffic traces collected from a cellular network and the meta-data crawled from the service provider, we have presented a detailed characterization study of the user behavior in the mobile video service.
Three key aspects have been analyzed: data consumption, service usage and mobility. We proposed a non-parametric method to identify heavy users without arbitrariness, and grouped users according to their behavior intensities and interests. We first analyzed the data consumption of users, including traffic volume and active time. Then, service usages such as video number, replay behavior and video category preference were examined. For user interest analysis, we also clustered users into different interest groups, and measured the interest network among users. Next, for mobility, we investigated the cell number and access location of users. In addition, user mobility patterns were revealed according to the analysis of residence time. Finally, we analyzed the related behavior characteristics between aspects and the impacts of user interests on user behaviors. Overall, we shed light on how users utilize the online video service in cellular network. The results of in this paper are crucial and practical for both network operators and service providers, to improve the network performance and user experience. 
